
Automatic Discovery of Data Sources
Exterro Data Source Discovery automatically updates 
your data source catalog, and associates data sources 
to employees who’ve stored data within them. 

Designed for Legal Professionals 
An elegant and intuitive setup process enables Legal 
Professionals to automatically refresh and update your 
data source catalog without the need to involve IT.

Accurate and Fast Scoping
Easily and quickly make scoping decisions for 
litigation, internal investigations, Data Subject Access 
Requests and more by custodian or data source.  

Seamless Integration 
In addition to connecting to more than 40 enterprise 
data sources, including Microsoft Office 365, 
Slack and Google, Exterro Data Source Discovery 
seamlessly integrates with the other applications 
in the Exterro Legal GRC Platform. Intelligent 
integrations with Exterro Data Inventory, Exterro 
File Analysis, Exterro Legal Hold, Exterro In 
Place Preservation and Exterro E-Discovery Data 
Management drives efficiency and decreases costs 
for your organization. 

Multi-instance Support 
Exterro Data Source Discovery supports your unique 
IT infrastructure, even if it includes multi-tenant 
instances to segregate data by region.

Legal teams often face challenges when trying to find data quickly, whether it’s needed for litigation, a data subject 
access request, internal investigation, or other business process. Adding to this problem is the ease at which different 
business units—and even employee groups within those units—can create new data sources such as a new Slack® 
channel or a new Microsoft® Teams or SharePoint site that is unknown to the Legal team. Relying on IT to find these 
new data sources and collect relevant information often adds critical time delays. Exterro Data Source Discovery™ 
eliminates these issues by automatically discovering data sources, updating your data source catalog, and associating 
the data sources to employees who have data stored within them.
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EXTERRO DATA SOURCE DISCOVERY™ 
Easily and automatically obtain a comprehensive and defensible list of your data sources
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